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In this paper we present a statistical study of the environments of 49 galaxies in which there is gas-
or stellar- counterrotation. The number of possible companions in the field (to apparent magnitude 22),
their size and concentration were considered. All the statistical parameters were analysed by means of
Kolgomorov-Smirnov tests, using a control sample of 43 galaxies without counterrotation. From our data,
no significant differences between the counter-rotating and control samples appear. This is different to Seyfert
or radio-loud galaxies which lie in environments with a higher density of companions. On the contrary, if a
weak tendency exists, for galaxies with gas counterrotation only, it is discovered in regions of space where
the large scale density of galaxies is smaller.
Introduction In a previous paper [ Paper I]brocca we studied the environment of galaxies circled by a
polar ring of gas and stars, a kind of stellar system whose origin is still under discussion: in recent theoretical
works the polar rings are obtained by means of a merging of galaxies bekki, whereas in other studies, it is
ascribed either to the accretion of matter during a close encounter with a nearby donor galaxy reshetnikov,
or to the capture of gas or stars from the environment whitmore,tremaine. It is evident that in the three
suggested scenarios, the present environment of these galaxies should appear different in the richness of
small satellites or bright companions. For instance, in the hypothesis of a close encounter, the donor galaxy
should not be too far from the polar ring galaxy, whereas in the case of diffuse gas, no visible differences
are expected. The epoch of the ‘second event’ may also play a role in the possibility of detecting the donor
galaxy. From the data of Paper I, we concluded that the environment of polar ring galaxies appears to
be similar to that of normal galaxies in relation to the richness, density or concentration of satellites. We
deduced that this result favours the infall of matter or a very early merger theory.
A different result has been found by analysing the environment of other galaxy categories, whose peculiar
origin has been connected in the literature to galactic interactions or mergers gunn, similar to polar rings.
In particular, the environment of Seyfert galaxies appears to be richer in physical companions than that of
normal galaxies dahari, rafanelli. Similarly, the local galaxy density of 47 radio-loud elliptical and lenticular
galaxies appears higher than that of radio-quiet galaxies by a factor 2-3 heckman. Even radio-loud QSO with
0.9<z<1.5 appear surrounded by a statistically significant excess of galaxies hintzen. Among these peculiar
environments, the apparent normality of polar ring galaxies looks anomalous and distinguishes them from
the other categories of astronomical objects whose peculiarity or activity is ascribed to interaction or merger.
Therefore, we wish to see if other types of peculiar galaxies have an environment similar to that of the active
galaxies or if they are ‘normal’ in this respect, as the polar ring galaxies appear to be.
In this paper, the environment of another category of peculiar galaxies, in which the rotation of the gas
or of the stars is opposite to that of most of the stars in the galaxy, is analysed. This phenomenon, known
as ‘counterrotation’, presents a variety of aspects: it may be present in the gas only bettoni84, caldwell,
gall87, ciri, in a portion of the stars bender, franx, jed, bettoni89, rubin, merrifield, prada, prada2 or in both
bertola, gall87. The existing observations suggest that counterrotation is a phenomenon which is present
all along the Hubble sequence. As in the case of polar ring galaxies, the origin of the counterrotation has
been attributed to different mechanisms. One of these is the collision between the accretor galaxy and a
small satellite kennicut,thakar. The difference to the formation of a polar ring may reside in the satellite
orbit, coplanar with the disk of the accretor (and retrograde) to generate counterrotation thakar. Another
mechanism may be the merger of two spirals of unequal mass balcells, bekki, which is able to transfer matter
as large as 108 or more in counterrotation bettoni91, rubin, ciri, bettoni99. A third alternative involves an
extended period of star- or gas- infall during which the spin of the accreted matter changes rapidly voglis,
quinn2, merrifield, ostriker, rix.
If counterrotation arises from accretion of a satellite galaxy, there should be some peculiarity in the
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environment of these galaxies that may be detectable in the present epoch, as happens in Seyfert or radio-
loud galaxies. Possibilities include: 1) a local over-density of galaxies or 2)a larger number of satellites if the
accretion event occurred recently. A trace of the satellite accretion may also remain if the phenomenon is not
recent; for instance, a deficit of satellites due to depletion of the environment may differentiate them from a
normal population. Finally, if the counterrotation is generated by pure gas, pure star infall or by a merger
in the early epoch of galaxy formation, no traces of differences should exist in the present surrounding field.
Selection of the samples
The first step in this work was to select a sample of galaxies with counterrotation and, as wide as
possible, a comparison sample of ’normal’ galaxies. The latter should be representative of galaxies without
counterrotation but with distributions of luminosity and morphological type similar to that of the galaxies
with counterrotation. This selection required a short analysis of the samples.
Galaxies with counterrotation
Our initial selection from the literature included all known examples of gas or stellar counterrotation.
For this selection the compilations of gall96 and corsiniwere used. We removed from the lists a few doubtful
examples and those with still unpublished references. These included NGC 2217, with a polar ring seen
almost face-on bettoni90 and NGC 4684, with gas streams along a pole-on bar bettoni93 that mimic gas
counterrotation. At the end of this selection, our working list contained 49 galaxies, whose names are
indicated in the first column of Table cr. They have been divided according to the kind of counterrotation
present. Four systems show both kinds of counterrotation and have been considered separately in the
statistical analysis. They include IC 4889=IC 4891, NGC 3593, NGC 4550 and NGC 7079. In the following,
the label ‘gas cr’ or ‘stars cr’ refer only to the pure cases of gas and star counterrotation, while ‘all cr’ or ‘cr
galaxies’ indicates both samples plus these four galaxies.
The mean astrophysical parameters of these galaxies have been obtained from the Lyon-Meudon Extra-
galactic Database, paturel. They are apparent and absolute magnitudes, radial velocity and morphological
type.
Selection of the comparison galaxiesKStxt
In order to prepare a comparison sample, we made an initial list of galaxies for which both gas and star
rotation curves were published. The principal source for this list was the Catalogue of Spatially Resolved
Kinematics of Galaxies hypercat that is available on the web. The published rotation curves for each galaxy
in the list was analysed, in order to determine the data-supported co-rotation for the stars and gas. The
comparison sample also includes galaxies studied by kuijken, where the authors claim that no counter-rotating
cores have been detected.
This list contains a high percentage of spirals, whereas galaxies with counterrotation mostly have mor-
phological types earlier than Sa. This may alter the comparison between samples, with spiral galaxies
generally being present in a lower density environment. To minimize this difference, we extracted from the
initial list of comparison galaxies a sub-sample with a distribution of morphological types similar to that of
galaxies with counterrotation. This sub-sample was checked to exclude the presence of other biases in their
general properties, applying a Kolgomorov-Smirnov test to their distributions of absolute magnitudes MB,
red-shift and morphological type. To this end, we determined the cumulative frequency distribution S(X)
for each sample of observations by using the same interval for both distributions. S(X) is the fraction of
data observed equal to or less than X . Then, for each interval we subtracted one step function from the
other, evaluating Dα=maxjS1(X) − S2(X)j which is the maximum absolute difference found for the two
distributions. The probability of the two samples having the calculated Dα and coming from different galaxy
populations is estimated by means of the theoretical significance level SL, which is a function of the sizes
of the samples and is tabulated in statistical books. Comparing various sub-samples of comparison galaxies
we found one whose distribution of intrinsic properties is not significantly different, at a confidence level of
SL=95%, from that of all the cr galaxies (see Table groups). All the SL values calculated on the basis of the
corresponding Dα are lower than this value.
table* Summary of the Kolgomorov-Smirnov tests made to choose a comparison sample of normal
galaxies. As explained in the text, Dα is the maximum fractional difference observed between the two
distributions, while SL is the significance level at which the two distributions compared are different. groups
tabularlrrlrrlrr 2cgas cr vs. no cr 2cstar cr vs. no cr 2call cr vs. no cr
An independent test of the quality of this comparison sample concerns the large scale environment in
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which these galaxies are located with respect to that of the cr galaxies. We then checked each galaxy for
which kind of environment it belongs to: field, small groups and large clusters. This classification was made
for galaxies with red-shift 3000 by tully who indicates for each one the richness and the velocity dispersion
of the group to which it belongs. The group richness is also available for galaxies brighter than magnitude
14 and with red-shift lower than 5500 garcia.
These data show that the galaxies with counterrotation are present in all kinds of environments, dis-
covered both in clusters as rich as Virgo as well in regions of the sky apparently empty of companions. The
distributions of richness and group velocity dispersion show a large spread of values, without any tendency
for clustering of data at particular values. As performed for the absolute magnitudes and morphological
types, a Kolgomorov-Smirnov test was applied to the samples (see Table groups) and indicates that the
differences between galaxies with counterrotations and the comparison sample are not significant.
These tests defined the final list for the comparison galaxies that was used in the following Sections as
a reference sample of normal galaxies. It is shown in the first column of Table ng and contains 43 galaxies.
Data production and analysis
To study the properties of the visible environment of these galaxies, we searched all the objects present
in the sky around every galaxy, starting from the optical image databases available in the literature. Our
research was focused along different lines:
1) a first search of faint objects in the close neighbourhood of each galaxy,
2) a second search of bright objects that may have encountered the galaxy within the last billion years;
3) a comparison of the density of galaxies within 40 Mpc, taken from the literature tully2, taking into
account the presence of the sample galaxies in groups of different hierarchy. This test is an extension of that
discussed in Sect. KStxt.
In the following, the galaxy to be studied, located at the centre of each field, will be referred to as
the ‘central galaxy’, whereas all the objects present in the selected field will be called ‘nearby objects’,
even if they are in the foreground or in the background with respect to the central galaxy. Only when the
red-shift difference between the nearby object and the central galaxy is lower than a fixed value, described
subsequently, will the object be defined as a ‘companion’.
Search for faint objects
The first search was performed by adopting a searching radius of 100 kpc and looking at all the objects
present within that radius. The search was performed by extracting the data from the APM Sky Catalogue,
available for Internet access from the Observatory of Edinburgh irwing. It contains data extracted by
scanning and photometrically calibrating the B and R plates of the Palomar Sky Survey and the ESO/SRC
J survey. It lists all the objects present in the plates over the brightness level of 24 for the blue plates and 23
for the red plates. They correspond to a limiting apparent magnitude B=21.5 and R=20.0. For each object
present in a field corresponding to 100 kpc at the distance of the central galaxy, we extracted the following
parameters: α and δ co-ordinates, B and R apparent magnitudes, semi-major axis, ellipticity and P.A. of
the ellipse fitting the image. In APM, galaxies are distinguished from stars by means of a comparison of
their Point Spread Function with that of an ‘average’ stellar image.
For most of the objects in the field the true distance is unknown, so we adopted the following method
to discard background and foreground objects: all the parameters extracted from APM were converted in
distance from the central galaxy (kpc), absolute magnitude and linear size (kpc)as if all the objects were at
the same distance as the central galaxy. We expected that many background galaxies would appear with
a linear size or magnitude too small to be real companions. Similarly, eventual foreground galaxies would
appear too big. The limits taken to keep a galaxy were from 2 to 50 kpc for the size and from MB=-14 to
MB=-23. These figures have been chosen as typical mean size and luminosity of the galaxies, taken from
the Local Group members zombeck, sandage and from the Revised Shapley-Ames Catalog sandage. A limit
of this method is given by the fact that galaxies intrinsically fainter than MB=-14 do exist, e.g. Leo I,
whose absolute magnitude is MB=-9.6 sandage. It is clear that a more relaxed limit, for instance MB  -9,
may include all the possible dwarf galaxies in the surroundings of the central galaxy but will surely fill the
sample of nearby objects with a large number of background galaxies. After a set of tests with nearby central
galaxies, we chose to limit the sample at MR=-14, bearing in mind that for fainter limits the possibility of
contamination by background objects is higher than the chances of excluding possible dwarfs. Based on the
distances of the central object, we computed that an object of MB=-14 with apparent B magnitudes should
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always appear brighter than the APM detection limits both for counterrotation and normal galaxy fields.
For this reason, we are confident that most of the faint objects around the sample galaxies are present in
our search.
A problem to be faced in using the APM data is that the large galaxies present in the field, especially if
belonging to late morphological types, appear fragmented in a set of small extended objects, reducing their
contribution to the local population of galaxies extracted from APM. For this reason, we had to look at all
the fields by plotting the position and size of the objects present around the central galaxies and we compared
this map with the image of the same field extracted from Palomar or ESO/SRJ atlases. When a galaxy is
not included in the APM catalogue, we extracted its position and size from other catalogues and inserted
it in our files. At the end of this correction, our set of data contained 40 galaxies with counterrotation and
38 comparison galaxies, some systems not being present in the APM catalogue. There are 16 galaxies with
pure gas counterrotation, whereas 20 systems exhibit pure stellar counterrotation. Four galaxies have both
types of counterrotation.
Search for bright companions
A second search concerned the detection of bright galaxies that may have been gas or star donors during
a close encounter. In this case the search area has been defined in a different way: assuming that a companion
galaxy exists which may have encountered the central galaxy in the past, its linear distance will be R= ∆V
 ∆t, ∆V being the relative velocity in space and ∆t the time elapsed since the encounter. If we assume a
typical maximum value ∆V=600 and a maximum elapsed time of 1 Gyr, the maximum projected angular
distance between the two galaxies seen at a distance d will be Rmax[arcmin]= 2110.8/d[Mpc], which was our
search radius. This corresponds to a linear distance of 0.61 Mpc. We then searched galaxies within a radius
of 0.61 Mpc from the central galaxy and having red-shift difference cz lower than 600 with respect to it.
This time we used the NED database, extracting position, red-shift, apparent magnitude and size of
every listed galaxy lying on the sky inside Rmax and having ∆V  600 . These data were converted into
distances from the central galaxy, differences in radial velocity, absolute magnitudes and linear sizes. In
this search, only galaxies with known redshift were included in the sample. The final set of data includes
47 galaxies with counterrotation (18 gas cr, 25 star cr, 4 mixed) and 42 galaxies of the comparison sample.
The excluded objects have too wide a field (such as NGC 253, with 146 of search field) or have no published
red-shift (e.g NGC 2612).
Large scale environment
In addition to our data, we also used density values present in the literature and computed on a much
wider scale. We extracted from the Nearby Galaxies Catalog tully2 the values of ρxyz, the density of galaxies
brighter than -16 mag determined within 40 Mpc using a grid of 0.5 Mpc.
To have a direct comparison with our data, a ‘galaxy density’ from APM and NED data was calculated.
In the first case, the total number of observed faint objects within 100 kpc has produced ρAPM , the projected
density of faint galaxies in units of Mpc−2. The area of 1 Mpc2 is merely an arbitrary choice to plot the
data and produce large numbers. In the second case, the NED data were used to produce a ρNED, in
galaxies/Mpc3, corresponding to the mean density of bright objects with known redshift present in a sphere
of volume 0.95 Mpc3, whose radius is the distance covered at a velocity of 600 in 1 Gyr.
The values so determined from our data are listed in the last columns of Tables cr and ng and are
plotted in the two panels of Fig. plot1 versus ρxyz.
table* Statistical parameters ρij and galaxy densities for galaxies with counterrotation cr 0.1truecm
tabularlrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr Name 6cAPM data 6cNED data 3cgalaxy densities
table* Statistical parameters ρij and galaxy densities for the galaxies of the comparison sample ng
0.1truecm tabularlrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr Name 6cAPM data 6cNED data 3cgalaxy densities
Statistical parameterssp
The statistical analysis of all fields for the cr galaxies and comparison sample was done defining a set
of density parameters for each field:
equation ρij =
∑
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j
k
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